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WELCOME

Welcome to Government Workforce 2019
On behalf of the Association for Talent Development (ATD) and our conference sponsors,
welcome to ATD’s 2019 Government Workforce: Learning Innovations Training Summit.
We hope that your time here is personally and professionally rewarding.
This conference offers a unique opportunity to explore how learning can help solve
challenges government agencies face. We believe the power of collaboration and
innovation in the learning environment will help drive strategic mission outcomes.
In addition to our powerful keynote speakers, leaders from many agencies and other
experts from the learning and development field are here to share insights and best
practices. Our goal, like yours, is to help create a government that works better.
This conference features three tracks covering topics important to today’s government
agencies: leadership, engagement, and innovation. During each one-hour concurrent
session, you will be invited to join discussions with panels of experts. In this
“unconference” format there are no PowerPoint presentations; instead, there are
powerful conversations.
Your participation, your ideas, and your enthusiasm will ensure this conference is a
success. You will learn from experts and your peers—and they will learn from you.
When you leave here today, you will have ideas and resources you can put to work
right away along with a network of colleagues in the public sector who can support
you long after this conference ends.
Thank you for the work you do every day; your role as a talent development
professional in the public sector is critically important. ATD is privileged to support
your professional development.

Tony Bingham

President and CEO, ATD
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SCHEDULE AT A GLANCE
7 a.m.–3:45 p.m.
Registration
7 a.m.–3 p.m.
Exhibit Hall Open

7–8 a.m.
Breakfast and Networking
Limited quantities of food and beverages are available. First come, first served.
8–9 a.m.
Opening Keynote

Sae Schatz
ADL

9–9:15 a.m.
Break
9:15–10:15 a.m.
Concurrent Sessions
Track 1: Engagement

Empowering Government
Employees to Contribute Fully

Brady Reed, Alex Tremble,
Veronica Villalobos, and
Joseph Ward

Track 2: Leadership

Developing Competency Models
for Government Leaders

Rhonda Carter, Suzanne Logan,
Amy A. Titus, and Bill Valdez

Track 3: L&D Innovations

Using Mentoring and Coaching
to Develop Employees

Devon Brown, Adelle Dantzler,
Lynne Feingold, and Diane
Randon

10:15–11 a.m.
Networking Break
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SCHEDULE AT A GLANCE
11 a.m.–12 p.m.
Concurrent Sessions
Track 1: Engagement

Managing and Reviewing
Employee Performance

Cheryl Abram, Bethany Blakely,
Julia Henderson, and Clo Taylor

Track 2: Leadership

Ensuring Diverse Government
Leadership

Miguel Aviles, Patrick Malone,
Zina Sutch, and Deadra
Welcome

Track 3: L&D Innovations

Simulations and Experiential
Learning

Gladys Brignoni, Justin Brusino,
Brian Green, Eric Sikorski, and
Britnie Tucker

Sponsored by

Tim Tobin
Choice Hotels International

Track 1: Engagement

Measuring Employee
Engagement

Camille Hoover, Kimya S. Lee,
Chad Majiros, Brian McNamara,
and Allison Yost

Track 2: Leadership

Creating a Pipeline of Public
Leaders

Jason Briefel, Cynthia Hawkins,
Sarah Mofatt, and Casey Swails

Track 3: L&D Innovations

Learning Outside of the
Classroom

Joanie Newhart, Matthew
Stafford, Patrice JonesWashington, and Brett Wilson

12–1 p.m.
Lunch Keynote

1–1:15 p.m.
Break
1:15–2:15 p.m.
Concurrent Sessions

2:15–3 p.m.
Networking Break

3–3:45 p.m.
Closing Keynote

Marc Brackett
Yale School of Management
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ALPS Insights
Senior Executives Association (SEA)
Fors Marsh Group
Business Management Associates Inc
Meridian Knowledge Solutions
O’Reilly
The Arbinger Institute
Graduate School USA
Key Executive Leadership Programs
Cornerstone OnDemand
Coursera for Governments
NeuroLeadership Institute
Cynuria Consulting
Learning Systems International
ATD Membership Resources
ATD DC Metro Chapter
RICS
American Management Association (AMA)
Isograd
BetterUp
The Center for Leadership Studies
Deloitte
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GENERAL INFORMATION
Accessibility

Facilities

ATD events are accessible to all
participants. If you require assistance to
fully participate in an event, please stop
by the ATD Registration desk.

All ATD 2019 Government Workforce
conference events will take place at the
Grand Hyatt in Washington, D.C. You can
find the facility floor plans on page 4.

Attendance Policy

Social Media

ATD 2019 Government Workforce is a
private conference. Show management
reserves the right to refuse admittance
to any registrant. Product and service
demonstration or solicitation of business
is strictly prohibited. Show management
has the sole discretion and right to
immediately remove violators from
the show facilities and revoke show
credentials from violators without prior
notice or hearing. Show management
may also, at its discretion, bar any
violators from future shows.

Use #GovWorkforce for Twitter and
other social media outlets during the
conference.

Evaluation Forms
Your feedback helps ATD continue
to provide the top-notch education
programs and world-class expositions
that you and your colleagues need to
stay on top of a changing profession.
An overall conference evaluation survey
link that includes speaker and session
evaluations will be emailed to you at the
end of the conference. Your feedback
plays a vital role in planning future
conferences.

Wireless
Wireless Internet access is available
during the conference. To connect to the
wireless network, use the information
below:

Network: Hyatt Meeting
Password: ATD2019
Please note: There is no direct technical
support for attendees attempting to
access wireless Internet services with
their devices. Users of any wireless
service are advised to properly secure
their devices before accessing any public
wireless network. Failure to do so may
allow unauthorized access.

Photographs and Videotaping
During ATD events, photography and
videography by individuals for personal
use at social events, in the EXPO, in
session rooms, and in public spaces is
permitted with the understanding that it
may not be disruptive to other attendees,
speakers, exhibitors, sponsors, or the
overall event.
Exception: Photos, videos, or live streaming are not
permitted during General Sessions. We ask that you
always respect the intellectual property, copyrights,
and trademarks of exhibitors, speakers, sponsors,
and ATD. ATD reserves the right to stop any activity
in violation of these guidelines.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
Overview of Tracks for Concurrent Sessions
Concurrent sessions will walk you through each stage of the talent management
process—from identifying strategies for organization change, to pinpointing
employees’ development needs, to getting buy-in from leadership, to agency-wide
implementation. You will be able to assess your level of readiness across three main
themes to determine which session will help you discover the most insight, advice,
and feedback.

Track 1: Engagement

Track 2: Leadership

Employee engagement
across government
agencies continues to
be an issue. Join senior
leaders and executives
within the public sector
as they discuss how
to increase retention,
manage performance, and
lower attrition.

Developing a leadership
pipeline is top of mind
for many government
agencies. Learn from
experienced senior
leaders and executives
about what it takes to
successfully lead an
organization within the
public sector.

Track 3: L&D
Innovations
Talent development
within the public sector is
unlike any other element.
Our panels of seasoned
trainers will discuss
the best practices for
designing, developing,
and implementing
innovative training
programs within the
federal workplace.
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THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12
Opening Keynote
Modernizing Learning
8–9 a.m. | Independence Ballroom A
Significant technological progress
combined with an increased
understanding of human performance
are changing how we approach
learning and talent development. These
advancements have helped us realize
the promise of “anytime, anywhere”
learning as well as learning personalized
to individual needs. The ADL Initiative, a
U.S. government research program, has
recently completed a multi-year study on
the future of learning and developed an
implementation blueprint for connecting
lifelong learning experiences across
time, location, purpose, and context. This
co-created plan responds to external
demands, such as the pace of global
change and increased need for technical
expertise, and it simultaneously considers
emerging capabilities, including
advancements in AI and neuroscience.
The resulting concept, referred to as the
“future learning ecosystem,” promises
to substantively change the way we
learn, moving away from old models of
disconnected, disjointed experiences
to a connected continuum of lifelong
learning that is personalized, driven
by data, and delivered across diverse
locations, media, and periods of time.
How do we harness this new power to
modernize learning as we know it?
In this session we will discuss the
rationale and influences driving this
radical shift in learning from external
demands, such as the pace of global
change and increased need for technical
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expertise, to the promise offered
by emerging capabilities, including
advancements in AI and neuroscience.
You will learn about the relevant
strategic goals and corresponding case
studies from business, academia, and
government, and discuss specific steps
needed in technology, learning science,
policy, organizational dynamics, and
other supporting structures to realize
this vision. Finally, you will take away
several practical actions to leverage
these advancements to modernize
your own learning and development
systems—whether in the K-12, industry,
academia, or government sectors.
You will learn:
- about future trends, learning
science and technology trends,
and change drivers
- about recommendations for
evolving talent development
enterprises for the future
- how to take a data-driven approach
to learning and development
- how to improve your own learning
and development offerings using
research-based recommendations.

Speaker
Sae Schatz
Director, ADL

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12
Track 1: Engagement
Empowering Government Employees
to Contribute Fully
9:15–10:15 a.m.
Independence Ballroom FG
A panel of experts will discuss their
thoughts about identifying the intrinsic
factors that empower employees to
give it their all within the federal
workplace. Join the conversation
as the panel covers topics such as
accountability and the importance
of connection within the workplace.

Moderator: Alex Tremble
Federal Leadership Coach
GPS Leadership Solutions
Brady Reed, MBA, CPLP
Strategic Account Manager,
Government Practice
The Arbinger Institute
Veronica Villalobos
Deputy Director
OPM
Joseph Ward
Founder, President &
CEO, Ward Management
Group LLC

CHANGE
CHANGE YOUR
YOUR CAREER,,
CHANGE
YOUR LIFE with
CHANGE YOUR
KEY MASTER OF PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION PROGRAM
We’re #3 in1/2
thePAGE
nationAD

• 25% tuition discount for government employees
• VA beneﬁts
+ KEY MPA
= GOVERNMENT SERVICE

25% DISCOUNT

JOIN US

KEY.AMERICAN.EDU
#KEYMPA
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THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12
Track 2: Leadership

Moderator: Bill Valdez
President, Senior
Executives Association

Developing Competency Models for
Government Leaders
9:15–10:15 a.m.
Independence Ballroom HI

Rhonda Carter
Associate Director, Experienced
Based Development, Department
of Veterans Affairs

A panel of experts will discuss the
importance of standardizing what it
means to be a leader within the public
sector. They will also discuss existing
best practices across different agencies
as well as opportunities for improvement.

Suzanne Logan
Deputy Associate Director
OPM
Amy A. Titus
Managing Director,
Government & Public
Services, Deloitte

E
E
Shifting to an impact-focused
"outward mindset" achieves
breakth ough resu ts. Learn

more at www.arbinger.com.
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THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12
Track 3: L&D Innovations

Moderator: Adelle Dantzler
Leadership Dev Facilitator
GAO

Using Mentoring and Coaching
to Develop Employees
9:15–10:15 a.m.
Independence Ballroom B-E

Devon Brown, PhD
Senior Consultant
NeuroLeadership Institute

A panel of experts will discuss the
effectiveness of formal and informal
mentoring and coaching programs
within various government agencies.
Join the conversation as the panel
uncovers key strategies and tactics
for making these programs work.

Lynne Feingold
Program Manager
USCIS
Diane Randon
Deputy Assistant/Chief
of Staff, United States Army

Transform your
people and your
business will follow.
It’s your product innovators, your customer-facers and your
culture-makers. These frontline people leaders now manage
80% of your workforce. Give them the coaching and immersive
learning they need to thrive and drive your business forward.
betterup.co
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THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12
Track 1: Engagement

Moderator: Cheryl Abram
Evaluator
Federal Executive Institute

Managing and Reviewing
Employee Performance
11 a.m.–12 p.m.
Independence Ballroom FG
A panel of experts will discuss the
best practices of effectively managing
employee performance. Consistency
and feedback are key. Join the
conversation as the panel shares their
perspectives about how to improve
employee performance through
constructive and consistent feedback.

Bethanny Blakely
Director of Change
Management, General Services
Administration
Julia Henderson
Lead Learning Program
Manager, O’Reilly Media
Clo Taylor
Chief Learning and Engagement
Officer, Department of
Homeland Security

1/2 PAGE AD
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THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12
Track 2: Leadership
Ensuring Diverse Government
Leadership
11 a.m.–12 p.m.
Independence Ballroom HI
A panel of experts will discuss the
changing landscape of government
leadership and its importance in ensuring
diversity among the top ranks. Join
the conversation as the panel covers
topics regarding equitable staffing and
programs on inclusion.

Moderator:
Deadra Welcome
Founder and CEO
Concerning Learning LLC
Miguel Aviles
Chief, Diversity and Inclusion
U.S. Coast Guard
Patrick Malone, PhD
Director, Key Executive
Leadership Programs
American University
Zina Sutch
Deputy Director
Office of Personnel
Management

1/2 PAGE AD
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THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12
Track 3: L&D Innovations
Simulations and Experiential Learning
11 a.m.–12 p.m.
Independence Ballroom B-E
We learn best by doing, which
makes simulations and experiential
learning particularly effective ways
to train. In this session, our panel
will discuss the best practices of
using simulations and experiential
learning within the public sector.
Moderator: Justin Brusino
Associate Director
Association for Talent
Development (ATD)

Brian Green
Portfolio Executive, U.S.
Government Partnerships
Coursera
Tim Quiram
Deputy Chief, FORCECOM Training
Division (FC-Td), Certified Performance
Technologist, U.S. Coast Guard
Eric Sikorski, PhD
Program Manager, Combating
Terrorism Technical Support
Office, U.S. Department of
Defense
Britnie Tucker
Executive Performance Policy
Manager, U.S. Department of
Agriculture

www.coursera.org/government

Top 5 Imperatives for Transforming your Workforce
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Digital Transformation rapidly pushing employees into higher value work.
Professionals must gain comfort & conﬁdence working with emerging technologies.
Global workforce is rapidly diversifying and, according to MIT, diverse teams are
outperforming non-diverse teams.
Skills shortages remain the #1 barrier to technology adoption over the next 4-years.
Cost of reskilling dramatically decreasing through leading Education-Tech (EdTech)
providers.

1/2 PAGE AD

#1 EdTech learning
gp
platform enabling
g transformation
40M learners worldwide agree, Coursera is disrupting traditional learning
oﬀerings by oﬀering annual, unlimited access to 190-learning partners, 3200+
in-demand courses and the world’s leading thought leaders for a cost
equivalent to attendance at a ½ day conference.
Contact Brian Green - bgreen@coursera.org / 202-262-0242 - to create a
custom learning path designed to your unique needs, learner experience and
agency goals, all within a budget that will bring a smile to your stakeholders.
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THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12
Lunch Keynote
Lunch & Learn
12–1:15 p.m. | Independence Ballroom A
Elevate Your Leadership Game:
Techniques to Build Leadership
Strength, Flexibility, and Endurance
Are you leadership fit? This is not about
whether you can run a mile or do an
hour of hot yoga. Being leadership fit is
about operating at your personal best—
for you and those you lead. It requires a
leadership mindset and commitment to
continuous improvement. The challenge:
today’s leaders are faced with everincreasing demands on their time, as
well as a crowded leadership landscape.

As a result, many leaders are simply too
busy to focus on their development or
they don’t know where to start. This
session helps you navigate the crowded
landscape; identify low-cost, high-impact
leadership development activities; and
how to incorporate them into your
regular routine.
Introduction by Beth Stoops,
Vice President Curriculum
Products and Services
Graduate School USA
Tim Tobin
Vice President, Franchisee
Onboarding and Learning
Choice Hotels

Designed for impact
Deloitte’s Government & Public Services practice—
our people, ideas, technology and outcomes—are
all designed for impact. Our team of over 12,000
professionals bring fresh perspective to help you
anticipate disruption, reimagine the possible, and
fulfill your mission promise.

1/2 PAGE AD

How can we make a difference together?
Contact us to get started.

www.deloitte.com/us/government
@DeloitteGov
Copyright © 2019 Deloitte Development LLC. All rights reserved.
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THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12
Track 1: Engagement
Measuring Employee Engagement
1:15–2:15 p.m.
Independence Ballroom FG
This panel of experts will discuss
the best way to gauge employee
interest and motivation. Join the
conversation as the panel covers
topics related to analytics, return on
investment, and program evaluation.

Moderator: Chad
Majiros
Human Resources
Development Specialist
NASA

Camille Hoover
Executive Officer
NIH
Kimya S. Lee, PhD
Senior Advisor, Strategic Human
Capital Research and Evaluation,
Department of Homeland Security
Brian McNamara
Chief Learning Officer
International Trade Administration,
U.S. Department of Commerce
Allison Yost, PhD
Senior Behavioral Scientist
BetterUp

1/2 PAGE AD
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THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12
Track 2: Leadership
Creating a Pipeline of Public Leaders
1:15–2:15 p.m.
Independence Ballroom HI
A panel of experts will discuss
the importance of developing and
maintaining a leadership pipeline.
Join the conversation as the panel
covers topics such as mentoring and
overall talent development of future
government leaders.

Moderator: Jason Briefel
Executive Director
Senior Executives
Association
Cynthia Hawkins, MScA
Leadership Director, Center for
Leadership and Management
Graduate School USA
Sarah Mofatt
Senior Advisor
VA
Casey Swails
Director of Executive
Services, NASA

SUMMIT.NEUROLEADERSHIP.COM

A More Human Organization:
Big Ideas, Breakthrough Practices

NOV 19 - 20 NEUROLEADERSHIP

1/2 PAGE AD

2019 SUMMIT
NEW YORK CITY

S H E R AT O N T I M E S S Q U A R E
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THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12
Track 3: L&D Innovations
Learning Outside of the Classroom
1:15–2:15 p.m.
Independence Ballroom B-E
A panel of experts will discuss
the importance of federal workers
continuing to learn outside the
traditional classroom. Join the
conversation as the panel discusses
best practices for creating cultures of
learning within the federal workplace.

Moderator: Patrice Jones-Washington
Learning Officer, Commodity Futures
Trading Commission
Joanie Newhart
Associate Administrator
of Acquisition, OMB
Matthew Stafford
Chief Learning Officer
Air Education and Training
Command

Learn from experts.
Become one yourself.
Online learning | Conferences | Books

Get started at oreilly.com
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Brett Wilson
Senior Director, Thought
Leadership & Strategy
Cornerstone OnDemand

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12
Closing Keynote
Permission to Feel: Unlocking
the Power of Emotions to Achieve
Optimum Well-Being and Success
3–3:45 p.m.
Independence Ballroom A

Marc Brackett, PhD
Director, Yale Center for
Emotional Intelligence
Professor, Yale School
of Medicine

Emotions matter. They inform our
thinking and decisions, the quality of our
relationships, our physical and mental
health, and our creativity and everyday
performance. What we do with our
emotions is especially important. We
need to inspire a new mindset around
the power of emotions to transform our
lives. In this session, you will learn about
five key underlying emotion skills, known
as the “RULER” skills, which help us to
use our emotions wisely. Then once you
understand these skills, the speaker will
provide innovative strategies and tools
you can use to develop your emotion
skills so your emotions help, rather than
hinder, your well-being and success at
home, school, work, and in everyday life.
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SPONSORS
Table #1: ALPS Insights
www.alpsinsights.com
ALPS Insights provides evidence-based solutions to improve
learning and performance in government organizations. Our L&D
evaluation and analytics platform, ALPS IbexTM, captures, integrates,
and analyzes data, providing timely results and insights to L&D
professionals and empowering them to improve learning, transfer,
performance, and impact in their organization.
Table #2: Senior Executives Association
www.seniorexecs.org
The Senior Executives Association (SEA) is the professional
association for career members of the Senior Executive Service (SES)
and equivalent positions. SEA also represents aspiring leaders (GS-12
to GS-15s) who are part of SEA’s leadership pipeline program. SEA
empowers senior leaders across the government by providing the
tools, resources and connections they need to succeed.
Table #3: Fors Marsh Group
www.ForsMarshGroup.com
Fors Marsh Group’s (FMG) data-backed approach facilitates awardwinning human capital development solutions with proven, measurable
impact. From where you are to where you need to be, our team helps
you achieve mission outcomes through effective and organic adoption
of scalable, repeatable winning strategies.

Table #4: Business Management Associates
www.bizmanagers.com
Business Management Associates is an award-winning small business
that provides human capital management and human resources
operational support services to federal agencies, including the Security
and Exchange Commission, Federal Deposit Insurance Company,
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the Office of the Comptroller of the
Currency, and the Transportation Security Administration.
Table #5: Meridian Knowledge Solutions
www.meridianks.com
Meridian’s award-winning learning management system allows
organizations to personalize learning, share knowledge, increase
revenue and manage compliance requirements for employees,
customers, partners and suppliers. Meridian LMS is used by many
of the world’s leading corporations, government agencies and
membership associations. Meridian LMS is available on-premise, in a
private cloud environment, or a multi-tenant public cloud environment.
Table #6: O’Reilly
www.oreilly.com
O’Reilly provides technology and business training, knowledge, and
insight to help companies succeed. Our unique network of experts
and innovators share their knowledge and expertise through books,
articles, conferences, and online learning platform.
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SPONSORS
Table #7: The Arbinger Institute
arbinger.com
New results will never be possible using the same behavior-modification
approaches. Through training, coaching, consulting, and a suite of
implementation tools, Arbinger helps individuals, teams, and organizations
achieve breakthrough results by shifting from the default self-focus of an
inward mindset to the impact-focus of an outward mindset

Table 8: Graduate School USA
www.graduateschool.edu
Graduate School USA delivers real-world training for real-world
challenges. Courses are mapped to federal core competencies,
preparing the workforce with occupation-specific tools they can
immediately use. Students benefit from solutions designed to help
them do your jobs better, meet their training objectives, and advance
their agencies’ missions.
Table #9: Key Executive Leadership Programs
key.american.edu
The Key Executive Leadership Programs is the global public sector
leadership program of choice because it challenges good managers
to become extraordinary leaders who build an environment for
organizational success. Ranked third in the nation, Key offers an
Executive MPA, graduate and professional leadership certificates, and
executive coaching.
Table #10: Cornerstone OnDemand
www.cornerstoneondemand.com/federal-government
Cornerstone is a recognized global human capital management
leader with a core belief that companies thrive when they help their
employees to realize their potential. Putting this belief into practice,
Cornerstone offers solutions to help companies strategically manage
and continuously develop their talent throughout the entire employee
lifecycle.
Table #11: Coursera for Governments
www.coursera.org/government
Coursera’s founding vision was to provide life-transforming learning
experiences to anyone, anywhere. Today, Coursera is the world’s
leading EdTech learning platform—42 million learners across 60
countries enrolled in 3,200 courses from more than 190 education
partners. Partner with Coursera to develop critical skills, improve
employee confidence, and renew the love of learning.
Table #12: NeuroLeadership Institute
neuroleadership.com
NeuroLeadership Institute is a leading global research organization
that unites the world’s foremost neuroscientists, leadership
researchers, and organizational practitioners with the purpose of
transforming how we think, develop, and perform. NLI provides unique
brain-based methodologies & frameworks that help individuals and
organizations facilitate positive change and lead more effectively.
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SPONSORS
Table 13: Cynuria Consulting
www.cynuriaconsulting.com
At Cynuria Consulting, we are passionate about learning and talent
development. We believe that the ability of an employee can be
enhanced through learning and human empowerment, and we’re
committed to providing tailored human capital and learning solutions
that bring out your employees’ greatest talents and drive businessenhancing results.
Table 14: Learning Systems International
www.lsidc.com
Learning Systems International (LSI) is a veteran-owned small business
that provides innovative, impactful training programs. LSI provides the
full lifecycle of large-scale, multi-site training programs. Since 1979, LSI
has supported federal and commercial client objectives with learnercentric training in varied modalities to reach broad, complex, and
diverse and/or geographically-dispersed audiences.
Table 15: ATD Member Resources
Our members and customers are professionals who help others
achieve their full potential by improving their knowledge, skills, and
abilities in the workplace. ATD’s members come from more than 120
countries and work in organizations of all sizes and in all industry
sectors. Stop by the desk if you are interested in learning more about
membership. You can also join a local chapter or find out about
international membership.
Table 16: ATD DC Metro Chapter
Our chapter offers a wide variety of events designed to grow your
knowledge and skills in your field. From monthly dinner programs to
webcasts to communities of practice and beyond, we encourage you
to join us!

Table 17: RICS
www.Rics.org/ourtraining
RICS offers customized learning expertise and dedicated client
management to assess, recommend, develop, and deliver tailored
training that supports professional development. RICS trains in
valuation, development, and management of facilities, real estate,
construction, and infrastructure, and can make a unique program to
meet your business and your team’s development goals.
Table 18: American Management Association (AMA)
www.amanet.org/gov
American Management Association (AMA) provides assessment
tools to identify the skills gaps of individuals and teams and
can develop configurable and customizable content across the
spectrum of skills related to personal effectiveness, business
acumen, relationship management, and analytical intelligence,
which can be delivered across all modalities depending on your
learning and work environments.
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SPONSORS
Table 19: Isograd
www.isograd.com
Isograd is the developer of the TOSA skills assessments. The TOSA
assessment is an internationally recognized standard and includes the
TOSA Desktop (Microsoft Office), TOSA Digital (Adobe and digital
literacy), and TOSA Code (programming languages). TOSA identifies
skills gaps and allows for more effective training based on individual
needs.
Table 20: BetterUp
www.betterup.co/
BetterUp brings transformation to federal employees, delivering
support, accountability, and reinforcement through the first digital
platform of its kind. Using science, technology, and design, BetterUp
offers federal agencies a scalable, turnkey solution to deliver
revitalization, and answers some of the toughest questions—and
federal mandates—facing the 21st-century federal workforce
Table 21: The Center for Leadership Studies
https://www.situational.com
For more than 50 years and with over 14 million leaders trained,
The Center for Leadership Studies offers the Situational Leadership
Model and influence-focused courses that enable leaders to engage
in effective performance conversations that build trust, increase
productivity and drive behavior change.

Table 22: Deloitte
www.deloitte.com/us/government
Deloitte’s Government & Public Services practice—our people, ideas,
technology, and outcomes—are designed for impact. Our team of
more than 12,000 professionals brings a fresh perspective to help
you anticipate disruption, re-imagine what’s possible, and fulfill your
mission promise. How can we make a difference together? Contact us
to get started.

Thank you to our lanyard sponsor
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Hawkins, Cynthia
Henderson, Julia
Hoover, Camille
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J
Jones-Washington, Patrice
L
Lee, Kimya
Logan, Suzanne
M
Majiros, Chad
Malone, Patrick
McNamara, Brian
Mofatt, Sarah
N
Newhart, Joanie
R
Randon, Diane
Reed, Brady
S
Schatz, Sae
Sikorski, Eric
Stafford, Matthew
Stoops, Beth
Swails, Casey
Sutch, Zina

T
Taylor, Clo
Titus, Amy
Tobin, Tim
Tremble, Alex
Tucker, Britnie
V
Valdez, Bill
Villalobos, Veronica
W
Ward, Joseph
Welcome, Deadra
Wilson, Brett
Y
Yost, Allison

NOTES AND KEY TAKEAWAYS
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